
Bringing our ergonomic and wellbeing 
acumen from the workplace into the home.

Smart 
Working
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What is  
Smart Home Working?
Early research is indicating that the upsides many of us 
are experiencing from working at home are likely to lead to 
homeworking becoming a bigger part of our work life after the 
Covid-19 pandemic has abated.

In the wake of the Coronavirus, it seemed likely that working from home would be a passing storm,  
but it has very quickly transformed into ’climate change’. Early research is indicating that the upsides (and yes, 
there are still a few downsides) many of us are experiencing from working at home will lead to it becoming a 
bigger part of our work life after the Covid-19 pandemic has abated.

We have all quickly proven that digital meetings and document/file s haring work j u st fine , an d discovered th 
at , without the time and energy demands of travel and commuting, we are able to use our time and resources 
more productively. Meanwhile, every time we look up, take a deep breath, or see a post showing how nature is 
recovering during the global lockdown, the environmental benefits of so many of us working from home are clear.

Smart Home Working is our initiative to bring our ergonomic and wellbeing acumen from the workplace into the 
home. We’re here for the long term, so there’s no escaping the need for the correct furniture and 
accessories to support your home workday.

We only select products after conducting in-depth research, undertaking extensive development and testing, 
and ensuring that they comply fully with all relevant DSE regulations. All of our task chairs, for example, meet 
the current dimensional, ergonomic and strength guidelines, ensuring that you and your colleagues can benefit 
from ergonomically refined performance and comfort, at all times.  

www.posturepeople.co.uk
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*Source WKspace. 22,250 response online survey, May 2020

Home Working Survey

64%
Have saved money on travel.

67%
Prefer to perform concentrated 

work tasks from their home.

37%
Believe their productivity has increased 

since working from home.

54%
State they feel less stressed since 

working from home.

88%
Want to maintain their 

work-life balance.

76%
Would like the option to work from 

home more often.

84%
Require a suitable workspace 

at home.

18%
Have not enjoyed anything 
about working from home.
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Ergonomic 
Solutions

Jim Taylor, Head of Ergonomics and Design at 
Orangebox, shares why ergonomically sound 
solutions are critical investments for 
businesses.
It’s tempting to think we can make do with improvised adaptations longer term at home 
or purchase inexpensive solutions from the ‘high street’ but invariably the products 
are not built to withstand the duration and comfort requirements of commercial office 
interiors. Employers also have a responsibility to source compliant computer equipment 
for home workers to help avoid discomfort and fatigue short term, and the potential for 
more serious musculo skeletal issues long term. As a manufacturer, Orangebox only 
brings products to market after conducting in-depth research, undertaking extensive 
development and testing, and ensuring that they surpass the relevant DSE regulations. 
All of our task chairs, for example, meet the most up to date dimensional, ergonomic and 
strength guidelines, ensuring that you and your colleagues can benefit from ergonomically 
refined performance and comfort, at all times and in all places.

Setting up your home space correctly is essential to aid concentration, enjoyment, and if 
you’re to exploit the full potential of our Home Working products. Follow our  set-up 
guidelines for more information by logging onto www.posturepeople.co.uk

We’ve provided choice on the breadth and depth of package options to reflect the kind 
of work your colleagues do at home and to support the possible need to have some 
flexibility if space is at a premium. 

We also have a team of ergonomics specialists who can advise what’s best for 
you or to help advise colleagues remotely should they need a bit of extra help 
once they’re set up.

1. Cost Effective
competitive Solutions

2. Quality Product

3. Uncompromised
Ergonomic Support

4. Fast Delivery
Delivered in 3 Working Days  

to your Employees Home Address.

5. Peace of Mind

https://www.posturepeople.co.uk/dse-workplace-assessments/
https://www.posturepeople.co.uk/product-category/home-working/
www.posturepeople.co.uk
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With the recent rapid changes in working practises there’s never 
been a more challenging and essential time to deploy ergonomics. 
Our support services are driven by a commitment to improving 
health and wellbeing of organisations and individuals working 
at home, which is why we’ve created these simple solutions to 
ensure everyone has access to the support and advice they need!

*Additional Costs apply to these services.

**A cost-effective and swift way of getting seating related health issues 
resolved via an assessment form and optional telephone/video conference 
interview with a qualified assessor. Other bespoke walk through 
assessments and training packages available on request.

Online Set Up Video Tutorials Dedicated Email Support Service  
enquiries@posturepeople.co.uk

Video Conferencing SupportRemote Seating Assessment 
Service**

Home Visits*  
For those requiring additional support.

A Highly Experienced Team of Ergonomic 
Specialists Ready to Provide Support.*

Offering

Uncompromised 
Ergonomic  
Support
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3 Step 
Process

Step 1  
Specify your Do Chair.

Step 2  
Select your Smart Home 
Working Accessory Package.

Step 3  
Add additional items to 
enhance your Home Working 
Experience.
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Why Do?
We’ve nominated the ‘Do’ chair as our solution for home working as it’s not 
only light on its feet and easy to manoeuvre, it’s also incredibly comfortable. 
Its responsive mesh back and intuitive self-weighing mechanism have given 
it a global track record for fitting a wide variety of users, and it’s also easy 
to clean.

Do’s user-centred design means there aren’t a multitude of knobs and 
levers to find and struggle with, letting you concentrate on the job at hand 
(even if others in the house use your Do chair too).

*Certificated and Compliant to UK British Standard Fire Safety legal
requirements for domestic furniture application.

Specification 

Chair: Available in either Black or White.

Castors: 65mm Hard Black Castor*.

Base: 26 inch Black Nylon Base as standard, with removable 
collar to aid recycling.

Mechanism: Standard Mechanism. Synchronous and weight 
balancing action with up to 20 deg of recline.  
Non locking to encourage movement throughout the day.

Arms: Adjustable Arms as standard. Arms are colour matched  
to backrest, available in Black or White. 

Backrest Frame: Available in Black or White.

Backrest Upholstery Plate: Available in Black or White.

Backrest Material: Black ‘techincal’ mesh.

Lumbar Pad: Black, flexible TPU pad with 100mm of height 

adjustment.

Gas Lift: Black, powder coated steel barrel on task chairs with 

Black extra-height lift.

Seat: Black seat pan with 76mm of seat depth adjustment. 

Integrated seat height and seat depth controls.

Seat Cushion: Combustion Modified High Resilient (CMHR) 

moulded foam. Seamless cover for fabric upholstery and 

panelled cover for leather or vinyl.

*For hard wooden floors we recommend you specify Soft Castors.

An easier to use, more adaptable 
new generation task chair.

Product Certification

Intertek Sustainability Clean Air Product Certification 
Clean Air certification provides proof that products have been 
independently tested and found to conform to VOC standards 
and to the ANSI/ BIFMA Furniture Emissions Standards. 

BS EN 1335 
Part 1 - Dimensions, determination of dimensions.

BS EN 1335-2 & 3:2009 
Structurally suitable and sufficiently stable for use as an office 
task chair.

BS 5459 - 2 : 2000 
Specification for Performance Requirements and Tests for  
Office Furniture.

BS EN ISO 9241-5:1999 
Ergonomic requirements of office work with visual display 
terminals (VDT’s) Workstation layout and postural requirements. 
Part 5: Workstation layout and postural requirements.

BS 5459-2:2000+A2:2008 
Structurally suitable and sufficiently stable for use as an office 
work chair.

ANSI / BIFMA X5.1:2011 
Type 1 - Structurally suitable and sufficiently stable for General 
Purpose Office use.

10 Fabric Finish Options

Forward CSE14

Havana YS009

Date CSE24

Sombrero YS046

Endurance CSE34

Blizzard YS081

Late CSE43

Slip YS094

Forward CSE44

Osumi YS171

Boxed & Delivered in 3 Working Days.

Do Chair comes with a 5 Year Warranty.

Monday — Friday UK mainland delivery,  

to your employees home address.



Hacking  
the Home
A great ergonomic adage within the workplace is 
that, ‘the best seating position is the next one’.  
So before deciding on your new home-working set-
up, check out the potential to have a variety of different 
‘workstations’ around your home. Try to experiment, 
hack and improve on your set-up – for instance, 
by adding a cushion to improve lumbar support.  
Our Smart Home Working products are very refined, 
but nothing can beat taking a break from concentrated 
work now and then.

Using a stool at the kitchen island or counter is great when you’re 
taking calls, and means you’re more likely to maintain a more 
upright, balanced posture. Think about horse riders: having your 
knees below your hips in an open angle encourages the effortless 
adoption of a straighter back, and at the same time opens up your 
diaphragm and aids your digestive system (good for after breakfast 
or lunch). If you need to go free range and give yourself a break from 
sitting in one position for too long, even the ironing board can make 
a novel pop-up standing workstation for short bursts.

Tweak your environment to make yourself more alert by, for 
instance, adding a good task light, positioning yourself to benefit 
from natural light, introducing fresh air and getting the temperature 
right. Personalising your new workspace with plants, artefacts and 
a favourite picture, or positioning yourself so you have a nice view, 
will, the science suggests, not only increase your productivity but 
also make you happier.
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Our Products

Laptop or Hybrid Tablet Riser and Remote Keyboard and Mouse

We’re using laptops more than ever and now it’s time to experience the benefits of 
raising the viewing position so the top of the screen is horizontal with your line of 
sight. We’ve all had times when we’ve thought that changing things is too much 
fuss, or we’ve felt that the equipment is too cumbersome, however as working 
at home becomes a more permanent solution it’s worth taking the time to get it 
right. These small changes will make a huge differences to your performance, 
wellbeing and energy at the computer, whether you’re typing, browsing or taking 
part in a video conference. The risk of poor posture is reduced, and you’re less 
likely to suffer from neck and shoulder pain, or even eye strain. 

The Small Desk Raiser

Movement is key when working with computers and there’s increasing evidence 
that static sitting over sustained periods is bad for you. We evolved to move, 
and varying our posture keeps us more alert and fitter during the working day. 
Equally, standing all day isn’t great, so frequently mix it up with the desk raiser 
and you’ll feel healthier and more invigorated. Standing takes up less space and 
your reach is improved so if it’s shorter sessions you’re after, it’s ideal – and you 
can always pack it away if you need to use the table for something else at night 
or at the weekend.

Seat Height Stand Height
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HWP-1 
Home Working Accessory Package 1 

HWP-2 
Home Working Accessory Package 2 

Package Offering 

Product Product Description Warranty

WKM-1 
Wireless Keyboard  
& Mouse

Fast, reliable connection up to 10-meters with virtually no delays or drop-outs 
thanks to Logitech advanced 2.4 Wireless technology.  
On-the-go mouse. Take this compact mouse anywhere your computer goes. 
Long battery life.

12 months

LS-1 
Laptop Stand

Made of high grade, light weight and sturdy aluminium. Slim design. 
Displays laptop at six different angles for viewing comfort.  
Neoprene carry case doubles as mousepad.

12 months

Package Offering 

Product Product Description Warranty

WKM-1 
Wireless Keyboard  
& Mouse

Fast, reliable connection up to 10-meters with virtually no delays or drop-outs 
thanks to Logitech advanced 2.4 Wireless technology.  
On-the-go mouse. Take this compact mouse anywhere your computer goes. 
Long battery life.

12 months

HTS-1 
Hybrid Laptop / 
Tablet Stand

A compact and light stand agile working solution suitable for tablets, laptops, 
and hybrid. This mobile stand has 4 adjustable heights letting you use the tablet 
in landscape or portrait mode. Suitable for laptops (up to 17”)

12 months

Boxed & Delivered in 3 Working Days.

Monday — Friday UK mainland delivery,  

to your employees home address.

Boxed & Delivered in 3 Working Days.

Monday — Friday UK mainland delivery,  

to your employees home address.

Items in Delivery Items in Delivery
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HWP-3 
Home Working Accessory Package 3 

HWP-4 
Home Working Accessory Package 4 

Package Offering 

Product Product Description Warranty

WKM-1 
Wireless Keyboard  
& Mouse

Fast, reliable connection up to 10-meters with virtually no delays or drop-outs 
thanks to Logitech advanced 2.4 Wireless technology.  
On-the-go mouse. Take this compact mouse anywhere your computer goes. 
Long battery life.

12 months

LS-1 
Laptop Stand

Made of high grade, light weight and sturdy aluminium. Slim design. 
Displays laptop at six different angles for viewing comfort.  
Neoprene carry case doubles as mousepad.

12 months

SSA-1 
Small Desk Raiser

A cost-effective sit-stand solution. Easy to use to enable you to go from sitting to 
standing with a single lever adjustment.  
Smooth vertical height adjustment from 120-450mm. Optional keyboard and 
mouse platform included. Maximum weight capacity of 15kgs.

12 months

Package Offering 

Product Product Description Warranty

WKM-1 
Wireless Keyboard  
& Mouse

Fast, reliable connection up to 10-meters with virtually no delays or drop-outs 
thanks to Logitech advanced 2.4 Wireless technology.  
On-the-go mouse. Take this compact mouse anywhere your computer goes. 
Long battery life.

12 months

HTS-1 
Hybrid Laptop / 
Tablet Stand

A compact and light stand agile working solution suitable for tablets, laptops, 
and hybrid. This mobile stand has 4 adjustable heights letting you use the tablet 
in landscape or portrait mode. Suitable for laptops (up to 17”)

12 months

SSA-1 
Small Desk Raiser

A cost-effective sit-stand solution. Easy to use to enable you to go from sitting to 
standing with a single lever adjustment.  
Smooth vertical height adjustment from 120-450mm. Optional keyboard and 
mouse platform included. Maximum weight capacity of 15kgs.

12 months

Boxed & Delivered in 3 Working Days.

Monday — Friday UK mainland delivery,  

to your employees home address.

Boxed & Delivered in 3 Working Days.

Monday — Friday UK mainland delivery,  

to your employees home address.

Seat HeightSeat Height Stand HeightStand Height

Items in Delivery Items in Delivery
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HDO-1  
Setl Home Working Desk

HDO-2  
Cubb Homeworker Desk

Desk Offering 

Product Product Description Warranty

WDO-2 
Cubb Homeworker

Cubb Homeworker has informal attitude that is reminiscent to the existing, and 
already widely established, seating and tabling range of the same name. This at 
home work version will seamlessly blend with domestic interior settings. Delivering 
great design value, alongside the recognised ergonomic norms for comfortable 
working scenarios. DSE compliant, easy to assemble and a desirable place to 
focus on the job at hand. 

1100 x 700mm.
Melamine Chamfered Edge Top available in White or Oak. 
Solid Oak Wooden Leg.
White Metal Leg fixings.

12 months

Boxed & Delivered in 3 Working Days.

Monday — Friday UK mainland delivery,  

to your employees home address.

Boxed & Delivered in 3 Working Days.

Monday — Friday UK mainland delivery,  

to your employees home address.

Desk Offering 

Product Product Description Warranty

WDO-1 
Setl

Setl is an unassuming work horse with a compact footprint. The under structure 
allows maximum knee hole space due to the corner column legs whilst adhering 
to DSE workstation requirements. Constructed of 50x50mm steel section and 
coupled with robust engineering the table delivers clean linear profile. 

1100 x 700mm.
Melamine square edge top available in White or Oak.
White Metal Leg and rail structure.

12 months

Items in Delivery Items in Delivery
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HDO-3  
Levels Home Working Desk

DMMA-1  
Home Working Desk Accessory

Boxed & Delivered in 3 Working Days.

Monday — Friday UK mainland delivery,  

to your employees home address.

Seat Height Stand Height

Boxed & Delivered in 5-10 Working Days.

Monday — Friday UK mainland delivery,  

to your employees home address.

Desk Accessory 

Product Product Description Warranty

DMMA-1 
Desk Mounted 
Monitor Arm

Aluminium Monitor Arm.
Gas spring monitor arm provides fluid movement.
Tilt Angle -90 to +90 degree.
Screens up to 9kgs.
Quick release VESA fitting 75/100mm.
Cable management.

12 months

Desk Offering 

Product Product Description Warranty

WDO-3 
Levels

Dual step, sit-stand electrically height adjustable.
Spindle lifting system & low energy consumption.
Height adjustment 615-1275mm.
Width Adjustment 1100-1700mm.
Square leg 70 x 70mm.
Available in Silver, Black or White.
Soft start & stop function.
Automatic contact protection system.
Compatible with the Memory Master Controller.

12 months
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PLW-1 
Home Working Desk Accessory

Desk Accessory 

Product Product Description Warranty

PLW-1 
Pluto Desktop 
Power Unit

White Pluto 2 UK power and twin charging A+C USBs 2m cable and 13amp plug. 12 months

Boxed & Delivered in 3 Working Days.

Monday — Friday UK mainland delivery,  

to your employees home address.
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Our Fast  
Ordering Process
Orangebox has invested considerably in the stock of components and accessories to 
support their stated lead time commitments and to buffer their supply chain 
capability. They aim to replenish  stocks in such time as to ensure a continuity of supply, 
however volume orders may leave supply depleted from time to time. Should 
Orangebox not be able to supply the requested item in time, we will seek to offer a 
suitable alternative.

Price as shown

P.O.A

Delivery Options

Smart Home Working 3 Day Deliver 

Bulk Delivery to a central location  

Contact Us

For more information or to place an enquiry, please contact:

Posture People Ltd
Unit 4. Quayside Units
Basin Road South
Hove 
BN41 1WF

T: 0330 332 0880  
E: enquiries@posturepeople.co.uk

https://www.posturepeople.co.uk/contact-us/
mailto@enquiries@posturepeople.co.uk
www.posturepeople.co.uk



